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Question. Write the summary of Surah furqan in your own words. 
Ans: Summary of Surah Furqan: 
❏ This surah was uncovered in a later time in Makkah, and it has 78 sections including the 

'bismillahir-rahmanir-rahim'.  
 

❏ It is referenced in the start of Surah that Allah the Exalted has allowed that 'furqan' i.e 
extraordinary distinctive check which unmistakably separates among right and bogus. It is a 
similar check which is more than once referenced in Surah Al-Nur. In this Surah, more instances 
of it are given.  
 

❏ One is that Holy Prophet Muhammad (harmony and endowments of Allah be on him) had the 
option to separate, individuals around him yet he could check honest and bogus individuals of all 
world by the assistance of extraordinary measure Quran.  
 

❏ In light of astonishing supernatural occurrences of Hazrat Muhammad PBUH, rivals introduced 
independent measure of genuine Messenger-transport that for what reason does this Messenger 
eat, go to the bazaar, why a heavenly attendant was not sent with him who ought to have 
cautioned individuals.  
 

❏ Correspondingly, adversaries had accepted that a fortune ought to have been sent to Messenger 
from Heavens (indeed, a boundless fortune of Divine educating is sent to Messenger.).  
 

❏ As indicated by rivals, Messenger ought to have superb nurseries, where he may live without any 
problem. Allah the Exalted answers, We have such gardens of heaven and profound palaces for 
you PBUH, which these oblivious individuals can't envision.  
 

❏ Rivals are discredited; show any Messenger before him PBUH who didn't live like average folks 
and didn't move in back streets. They can't appear. In reality, they deny Messenger-transport as 
though Allah can't make anybody Messenger. As the happening to blessed messengers to 
adversaries is concerned, holy messengers will be sent without a doubt yet with the message of 
updates on their ruin, which can't be kept away from.  
 

❏ The protest has been raised, why the Quran isn't uncovered at the same time. Surely there are 
numerous wisdoms in the Quran's moderate coming. One knowledge was to send instructing as 
per otherworldly shortcomings being showed up in time around that time. Second insight was 
happening to boundless signs, from the start time, which fortified the core of Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (harmony and endowments of Allah be on him). Thirdly, the astute game plan of 
sections of the Quran couldn't have been made by an unlettered individual PBUH who couldn't 
have known period of 23 years ahead of time. Fourthly, Ahmadiyya Promised Messiah (a.s.) has 
highlighted intelligence that Holy Prophet Muhammad PBUH confronted amazingly hazardous 
occasions in 23 years, he PBUH was in front of Sahaba (r.a.) in confronting adversaries in serious 
risks, poison was attempted likewise, however Allah didn't get back to him until the Quran was 



completely uncovered to him (harmony and endowments of Allah be on him). So happening to 
the Quran by Allah is a great wonder.  
 

❏ In end, in notice of characteristics of 'ebadur rahman' for example Workers of Rahman, it is 
stated, as there are 12 houses of stars in sky, 12 reformers (mujaddedeen) will come to safeguard 
the confidence. And afterward the moon of 14 th night (Promised Messiah Mahdi ) will come 
who will get full light from you PBUH.  
 

❏ Characteristics of 'ebadur rahman' are, they are moderate, lowers, live in offering Salaat and 
surrender, as result, they are given strengths. Last section explains for what reason they go 
through this existence in doing petitions on the grounds that it is extremely unlikely to get 
genuine from Allah without supplication. The individuals who deny and cut connection with 
Allah, they will have various ailments which won't leave them. 

 


